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The Wright Stuff 
       
           

 

A Word from Bob Wright 
 

Have you made any resolutions for the New Year?  Lose weight?  Quit smoking?  

Go on a diet?  Cut out the sugar?  Beat cancer? 

 

We are all certainly capable of accomplishing the first four – but what about the 

last one?  I can assure you that is as straightforward as the others.  With all of 

them it comes down to how bad we really want it – and if we know what to do 

and how to do it.  Therein lies the real problem.  Of course, we want to succeed, 

but are we willing to do what it takes? 

 

 

Also in this issue: 

 

GcMAF Cancer Cure Suppression – David Noakes of NHF Imprisoned 

How to Find Emotional Balance – Simple Changes (Budwig Center) 

Safety Alert About G5 from Citizens for Health 

Importance of Detoxification – Dr. Judy Seeger 

Nothing is Permanent except Change – Dr. Veronique Desaulniers 

2 for 1 Book Special Extended to January 10, 2019 in United States 

Reliv Testimony – Breast Cancer 

Kangen Testimony – Vertigo, John Lim, AACI Southeast Ambassador 
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History tells us no.  That‘s what we need to change.  I tell you what; make those 

resolutions – own those commitments.  You are on your own with the weight, 

sugar, diet, and smoking – and whatever else haunts you and needs to change.  

But we will help you with that last one.  Whether it is cancer, diabetes, auto-

immune, arthritis, heart disease, or neurodegenerative disease, we are here for 

you.  And, believe it or not, we really do know what to do to help you beat these 

things.  While there are no guarantees (that‘s life), we absolutely know – beyond 

any doubt, what heals these seemingly fragile bodies of ours – these bodies that 

are actually far tougher and resilient than most think or know. 

 

We deal exclusively with the epigenome and the immune system – those healing 

mechanisms within the human frame that it seems like conventional medicine is 

just finding out about.  And even with their ―new found‖ knowledge, they are 

desecrating their treatments with more chemicals and synthetics – bound to never 

work within the physical environment that hates such things.  No, we figured this 

thing out a long time ago.  Give the body what it needs – what feeds it and heals 

it – and it responds virtually every time.  Restore the epigenetic pathways which, 

in turn, resurrect the immune function from the gut to the lymphatic system.  

Let‘s up-regulate or down-regulate our genetic predispositions through the right 

foods, water, supplements, exercise and detoxification.  Folks, we see it work 

every day.  While so many of our friends and family are languishing with 

sickness and disease, entering hospice and unlikely to return, being drugged with 

chemotherapeutic agents and burned with radiation – let‘s make the resolution 

this year to at least investigate the time-tested tenants of natural healing and then 

invest in the protocols that actually work for cancer – and everything else.  After 

all, how much sense does it make to the thinking man or woman to treat a ―dis-

ease‖ that is mostly caused by different forms of chemicals and radiation – with 

chemicals and radiation?  Have we lost our good judgment?  Has common sense 

become not so common anymore? 

 

Interesting questions – no?  At the American Anti-Cancer Institute and 

International Wellness & Research Center we watch people heal every day.  Most 

of the people we support in their quest for healing have been given up on by 

Western Medicine.  They have been told that they have 90 days or less, to get 

their affairs in order, then die.  Not knowing any better – and since modern 

medicine can no longer help them – they follow the doctor‘s orders and proceed 

to fill this misguided prescription.  Enough is enough.  We see people who have 
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been so over-treated and mistreated actually survive, live long, and prosper.  But 

they must do the right things at that point to not only overcome the disease, but 

also the tremendous damage that has been done to their immune systems.   I 

would be willing to bet that we have been a part of the healing of more immune 

systems (notice how I said that) than any other organization doing what we do. 

No, we cannot say that absolutely you will heal – especially after all of the 

allopathic intervention.  But we do see it happen all the time and we know the 

chance is always there.  We give people hope from the onset – and this hope is 

often the harbinger of healing, giving patients the sheer will to fight for their 

lives.  And it works. 

 

At the AACI/IWARC, hope is free.  So are consultations regarding exactly what 

we would do if we were in your situation.  From there – you decide the direction 

that you want to go.  To the best of our ability, we help you all along the way.  

And no, it doesn‘t cost you anything. 

 

So, make your resolutions for the New Year and do your best to make them 

happen – and work to better your life.  Most importantly, resolve to believe in 

yourself and support that body that God gave you – and the breath that is drawn 

moment by moment to sustain it.   

 

Didn‘t someone once say, ―Patient, heal thyself?‖  We believe that you can do 

just that – and we will help you. 

Happy New Year, Bob    

 

Bob Wright, Director and Founder 

American Anti-Cancer Institute, International Wellness & Research Center 

 

 
 

 

 

SUPPORT OUR MISSION!  
 Learn how you can help at  

www.americanaci.org/aaci-friends-and-donors.html 
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Do the right thing and you get rewarded, right?  No.  The old adage is often 

true:  No good deed goes unpunished.  Read about David Noakes and GcMAF 

below.  And yes, it is entirely safe and is very problematic for the FDA and 

pharmaceutical companies.  Ever wonder why the real good doctors keep dying 

and disappearing?  Many of them were working (in our country) with GcMAF. 

 

Instead of a Medal They Gave Him Prison 

 

Injustice Done to David Noakes as UK Government Kills More People 

 

by Scott C. Tips, National Health Federation 
 

“The further a society drifts from truth, the more it will  

hate those who speak it.” 

~ George Orwell 

 

David Noakes – businessman, philanthropist, pioneer, and NHF Vice 

Chairman – now sits behind bars in an English prison. His crime? He cured 

people of cancer and other diseases. Did he make money off of it? Yes. Did 

he also donate an unheard-of 25% of his GcMAF product to poor people who 

could not afford it? Yes again. Most importantly, did he make a cancer-

solution available to thousands of people who previously had had no hope of 

living? Absolutely. 

 

GcMAF, the Cancer Cure 
 

GcMAF is not a synthetic pharmaceutical drug, with all of the risks that a 

newly created chemical may have. GcMAF is a natural protein that is already 

inside billions of healthy people. There are zero fears as to its safety. GcMAF 

also exists in less than a billionth of a gram, so even if it had been arsenic it 

would still have been quite safe. As an added bonus, GcMAF injections are 

administered at a fraction of the cost of the typical toxic chemotherapy 

treatment, have no side effects, and are far more likely to result in a 

successful outcome (1.5-2.5% success rate for chemotherapy; 75%-100% 

success rate for GcMAF depending upon the type of cancer). 
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In fact, 100% of those treated by Noakes‘ clinics for liver and pancreatic 

cancer survived. Both cancers are typically death sentences for anyone 

diagnosed with them and the survival rate is invariably one year from the 

time of diagnosis. Indeed, Maureen Kennedy Salaman, the NHF president 

before me, died of pancreatic cancer in 2006, unfortunately before GcMAF 

came onto the market. 

 

It was health writer, author, and researcher Bill Sardi who really first broke 

the story about GcMAF research back in 2008, published in Health Freedom 

News that year and the next. The story then took off from there and will not 

go away.  Read the whole article and sign the petition here:  READ MORE 
 

  

From our partners at the Budwig Center in Malaga, Spain, comes the following 

regarding emotional balance.  Remember, the only thing that stays with us from 

the moment we are born until the day we die – is our breath.  We actually need to 

learn how to breathe.  Take a look. 

 

How to Find Emotional Balance - Simple Steps 
 

British storyteller and life coach, Jay Shetty, tells a 

fascinating account of his first day at Monk school. 

While walking around the school, he notices a class 

with a 10-year-old monk teaching a group of 5-year-

olds, it was their very first lesson. Intrigued, he 

wondered, what can a child be teaching other children? 

Jay was amazed to discover that a monk‘s first lesson, 

which the 10-year-old was teaching, is learning how to breathe. Why? Monks are 

taught that the only thing that stays with you from the moment you are born until 

the moment you die is your breath. Think about it, when you are stressed, or 

angry, excited, nervous, or happy, what changes? Your breathing. Every emotion 

we experience affects the way we breathe.  

 

The point? When we learn how to manage and navigate how we breathe, we can 

also learn how to navigate our lives and control our emotions. What a profound 

https://thenhf.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=974a0a0c84c2e0a0d9ecb0998&id=affb857b4e&e=44bfc36349
https://thenhf.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=974a0a0c84c2e0a0d9ecb0998&id=affb857b4e&e=44bfc36349
https://thenhf.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=974a0a0c84c2e0a0d9ecb0998&id=9a1d90b34d&e=44bfc36349
https://thenhf.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=974a0a0c84c2e0a0d9ecb0998&id=9a1d90b34d&e=44bfc36349
https://thenhf.com/news-release-instead-of-a-medal-they-gave-him-prison/
https://budwigcenter.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=562dbaf56a833f01bf9ea25e0&id=adb508ef78&e=94b31871b7
https://budwigcenter.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=562dbaf56a833f01bf9ea25e0&id=aee0a37166&e=94b31871b7
https://budwigcenter.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=562dbaf56a833f01bf9ea25e0&id=aee0a37166&e=94b31871b7
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lesson to learn at any age, but imagine the impact that can have on a person if 

they are able to learn this lesson as a child. 

 

In the western world, it is quite common that the first lesson a child learns at 

school is the ABC‘s or how to count from one to ten. But, how many of us were 

ever taught the basic principles behind managing emotions? Even as we approach 

graduation, we are repeatedly told that we have to decide WHAT TO DO with 

our lives, but we are rarely taught HOW TO LIVE our lives 

 

Learning these vital lessons is key because the state of our emotions and how we 

manage them as well as the quality of our relationships can have a bearing on 

how we perceive the world and how we see ourselves. 

 

To find out more about Perception vs. Self-Worth, how to take control of your 

emotions and whether or not emotional treatments are for you READ FULL 

POST 

 

 

Children Are Our Inspiration 
 

What healthcare legacy will this generation of adults leave to the next? 

Every day in the United States: 

 

 46 children are diagnosed with cancer 

 1 in 300 children will develop cancer by the time they are 20 years old 

 Cancer kills our kids today more than any other disease in the U.S! 

 

That hurts. And we're doing something about it. After reading the stories we 

share, you decide: How far do these numbers have to climb before we're ready 

to eradicate this disease? Are we ready to shift our cancer paradigm from 

"mystery-disease" to curable—right now, today, without one more dollar spent 

on cancer research?  Click HERE to learn more! 

https://budwigcenter.com/why-do-we-include-emotional-treatments-at-the-budwig-center/
https://budwigcenter.com/why-do-we-include-emotional-treatments-at-the-budwig-center/
http://www.americanaci.org/why-we-are-doing-this.html
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           Safety Alert About 5G 
 

 

Think the new 5G is safe?  Think again.  And don’t get near this 

stuff if you can help it.  In testing, we have already heard of 

nosebleeds – believe it or not!  Read this alert from the Citizens 

for Health Newsletter: 

  

Scientists around the world have warned us about the potentially serious negative 

health impacts of the proliferation of fifth generation telecommunication 

technology, more commonly referred to as 5G. More than 180 scientists and 

doctors from 36 countries have asserted that before further steps are taken to 

implement this technology, the effects on human health and our environment 

must be fully investigated by scientists with no ties to the industry. Read more 

now. 
 

 

Importance of Detoxification 
  

Many of you know the importance of detoxification throughout our lives – 

especially when cancer or any other chronic illness comes home to roost.  We see 

cancer patients get better and better on our protocol but then – all of a sudden – 

they stop.  And we know the reason.  They are not detoxing.  That should tell you 

how vitally important it is to get the overload of 

chemicals, poisons, fungus, bacteria, parasites and 

radiation build-up out of our bodies.  Ask someone on 

the street about the last time they did a whole body 

detox.  Ninety-nine percent of the time the answer will 

be, “What?”  Most don’t even know what it means – 

let alone how to do it. 

  

Our Advisory Board Member, Dr. Judy Seeger, is an 

expert in detox.  Hear her story and what she 

“knows” to do to get the junk out and allow the 

healing to begin.  Go to www.judyseegerdetox.com.  

  

http://org.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=rBWiHkSPCsWBatRuLKMtk2ef%2F2k3CwrN
http://org.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=rBWiHkSPCsWBatRuLKMtk2ef%2F2k3CwrN
http://www.judyseegerdetox.com/
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Nothing is Permanent except Change 

 
We mention ―Dr. V‖ often in our newsletter.  She is on our Advisory Board and 

our Georgia State Ambassador, Dr. Veronique Desaulniers. More importantly, 

she is an expert in breast cancer and healing this disease that strikes one in seven 

women.  She healed her own breast cancer and is one of the best coaches when 

you want to know how it is done.  She will help you.   

 

WATCH HER SHORT VIDEO HERE 
 

 

2 FOR 1 SPECIAL EXTENDED IN US THROUGH 1/10/19! 
 

Get a healthier start in 2019! Give the gift of "Killing 

Cancer - Not People" to yourself and others.   Buy one 

book NOW THROUGH JANUARY 10, 2019 and get 

two.  Buy two, get four.  Buy a case of 28, get a second 

case for free.  By doing this you are spreading the word 

about what really works for cancer – and all sickness and 

disease, again – and what doesn‘t. You are also helping 

us to continue our work, the work that is only about 

helping people. (Offer good in the U.S. only. Order on-

line or send a check postmarked by January 10, 2019.)  

 

CLICK HERE TO ORDER ONLINE   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P40dbLKUVc&feature=youtu.be&inf_contact_key=8cadaa5f673c4d6a194961c4c97ce2469306de1ee41685090d0807c2a20cb94a
http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-softcover.html
http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-softcover.html
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Reliv Testimony – Breast Cancer 

 
―I am a 58 year-old married mother of seven children.   I don‘t smoke or drink 

and have consumed a lot of vitamins and been very conscientious of eating a diet 

to reduce my risk of cancer because it runs in my husband‘s family. 

  

In late June 2015 I discovered a rather large lump under my left armpit 

2.5cmX3cm. I was diagnosed with triple negative metastatic stage IIB breast 

cancer. One lymph node was biopsied positive. This particular type of cancer is 

very aggressive and extremely rare.  1% of all breast cancers are this type and 

there really isn‘t a good protocol of chemo that is effective. With this type of 

cancer the research will tell you it is typically 90% of the time chemo-resistant. 

 

I was quickly hustled into a very aggressive chemo protocol.  I was not 

encouraged by my oncologist team to change my diet or do anything different 

nutritionally. My hair fell out within two weeks and nausea was a constant issue. 

I realized very quickly it was going to be a difficult journey. 

 

During my 2
nd

 week of chemo I was startled to find that the tumor had actually 

gotten bigger by almost 25%. I brought that to my oncologist‘s attention before 

my 2nd treatment began and she stated very matter-of-factly that if after my 3rd 

treatment the tumor had not reduced in size we would have to re-consult with my 

surgeon immediately. I had to sign releases stating I understood the chemo could 

possibly kill me, or cause cancer somewhere else in me. 

 

I had no choice at that point but to assume my cancer was chemo-resistant and 

not responding.  At that time I was introduced to Reliv products and Lunasin. 

The National Institute of Health (NIH) calls my cancer type ―the kiss of death‖. 

I started taking the Reliv products and Lunasin aggressively and when I went to 

my third chemo treatment two weeks later the tumor had actually gotten smaller. 

 

I did not throw up once during my 5 months of treatment. I did not have a single 

mouth lesion.  I did not lose any weight. I did not have one hospital stay. 

. 

By the time I got to the end of my five months of treatment you could no longer 

detect any tumor at all by touch.  
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 I had surgery to remove some tissue.  The surgeon discussed with my family as I 

was in recovery that there was no evidence of a tumor in the region. The 

pathology report showed zero cancer cells!‖   

~L. Clark, Missouri 

  

Epigenetics – Genetics – Reliv 
   

Bob‘s friend, world famous geneticist, Dr. Alfredo Galvez, tells us a little about 

genetics, epigenetics and the Reliv Products in the following short (1:47) 

video.  You will learn something here.  Please watch. 

 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwDHiLLTgc0&t=9s 

 

Kangen Testimony – Vertigo 
 

―I, John Lim, woke up with a ‗spinning head‘ and as I lay down turning towards 

my right I began to vomit with severe dizziness. 

 

The medical examination with the Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist in Kota 

Kinabalu confirmed that I had vertigo and required 1 week of anti-bacteria and 

fungus ear drops plus doing special exercises to rebalance my ear drums. 

 

On the same day I left for Bangkok on a business trip without taking along my 

Kangen machine.  The result after 1 week of just ear drops and exercises is that 

the vertigo position remained unchanged. 

 

Records and my experiences show Kangen water pH2.5 is anti-bacteria and anti-

fungus whereas pH11.5 is anti-inflammatory.  My recommended method: Fill 

your left ear with pH2.5 while lying on your right and soak for 3 minutes before 

allowing it to float out. Then repeat same process for your right ear. 

 

My result: By repeating the above method 3 times daily for 3 days I noticed that 

even on the 2
nd

 day the vomiting and dizziness were gone.  My symptom of 

vertigo was completely resolved on the 3
rd

 day. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwDHiLLTgc0&t=9s
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All glory to Almighty as He answered my prayer request of using pH2.5 and 

pH11.5!  In Jesus‘ name, amen. 

 

How to recognize vertigo:  The symptoms of vertigo are 

 

1) A person feels as if they or the objects around them are moving (when they are 

not).  It often feels like spinning or swaying movements. 

 

2) This may be associated with nausea, vomiting, sweating or difficulties in 

walking. 

 

3) It is typically worse when the head is moving.‖ 

 

~ Caring by Sharing, John Lim, Malaysia, November 3, 2018 

AACI Southeast Asia Ambassador 

 

Please note: Although we include several items mentioned in our on-line store, 

we don’t sell them but rather guide you to the sources we recommend.  In full 

disclosure, some of the companies do donate a portion of their proceeds to AACI 

fundraising, however no company pays us to endorse their products. 

 

 

AACI EARNS BRONZE SEAL OF TRANSPARENCY! 
 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to the AACI on 

Facebook on #GivingTuesday!  We are pleased to 

announce that the AACI has earned a 2018 Bronze Seal of 

Transparency on GuideStar USA! Now our community and 

potential donors, funders, and key decision makers can see 

our commitment to transparency and easily contact us for 

more information.  LEARN MORE HERE!  

 

And did you know that you can start a fundraiser for the AACI from your 

Facebook page anytime? Go to www.facebook.com/fundraisers for details. 

You‘ll find the AACI on the approved list of non-profits. 

https://www.guidestar.org/Home.aspx
http://www.guidestar.org/profile/8867255
http://www.facebook.com/fundraisers
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Ready to learn more? 

 

For questions about ANY of the products mentioned in this newsletter email us at 

ProductsAACI@gmail.com 

 

Click here to order copies of Bob‘s book ―Killing Cancer, Not People‖. 

 

Click here to download the 6-hour 2017 Get MAD About Cancer Health Summit 

in Atlanta featuring Bob Wright and Tracee Randall,  

a great resource to complement Bob‘s book.  
 

 

Want to learn more about the AACI? 
 

Visit our website at: 
 

www.AmericanACI.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
DISCLAIMER NOTICE: 

This correspondence is for educational purposes and information only.  It is not intended for the diagnosis or treatment of any 

sickness or disease.  See your qualified, licensed, professional doctor for those.  This correspondence may inform about 

medical data and natural medical options.  No one should consider that anything herein represents the practice of medicine or 

is, in any way, medical advice.  Neither the writer nor the American Anti-Cancer Institute – International Wellness & Research 

Center assumes any responsibility for how the material herein is used.  No statements regarding natural or “alternative” 

treatments, therapies, protocols, or supplements have been evaluated by the FDA. 

 Educate yourself and take control of 

your own health! 

 Meet our specialists. 

 Learn about recommended 

products. 

 Read stories of survival and 

triumph.  

 GET INVOLVED! 

 

mailto:ProductsAACI@gmail.com
http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-softcover.html
http://www.getmadaboutcancer.com/
http://www.americanaci.org/
http://www.americanaci.org/


 
A financial service for using life insurance today™ 
For millions of people who are living with a serious illness such as cancer, heart 

disease, Alzheimer’s or AIDS, the high cost of medical care can quickly deplete 

essential resources.  The same is true for many people over the age of 75 who have 

complicating health factors.  Just putting money aside for basic expenses such as 

groceries and mortgage payments can be a challenge.  LIBI gives people a place to turn 

for additional resources.  Through a financial service called a viatical settlement, we 

enable people to sell their current life insurance policies for a percentage of the total 

face value.  The money people receive may be used for any 

purpose and, in most cases, is free of federal income tax 

obligations. 
 

LIBI can help open the door to new 
possibilities—such as fewer financial worries, 
new options for medical care and additional 
resources to share with family and friends. 

 
All of us have our own sense of what’s important, whether 

it’s reaching a long-held goal, spending time with family 

and friends or enjoying the simple pleasures of each day. 

 

What sets Life Insurance 
Buyers, Inc. apart 
People place their trust and confidence in LIBI for many 

reasons—the financial strength and stability of our 

company, the experience and commitment of our people, 

the range and quality of our services, and the leadership 

and integrity of our organization. These are the qualities 

that set LIBI apart as the industry’s top broker. LIBI has 

helped convert millions in policies into accessible funds for 

hundreds of individuals in need. In every relationship, we 

take the time to learn what’s most important to our clients 

and to provide them with the resources they need, in a 

timely and confidential manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Working with 
cancer patients and 

their families for 
over 15 years. 

Sponsor Highlight 



People who put clients’ needs first 
We truly understand that people place their trust in us every day—to treat them 

fairly, to deliver what we promise and to be there when they need us.  Our mission 

is to live up to those expectations every time, without exception.  That commitment 

is demonstrated through the professionalism and compassion of our owners.  For 

individuals who are considering a viatical settlement, their personal representative 

provides a voice of understanding and serves as a trusted resource for help and 

information. 

 

Leadership that makes a difference 
At LIBI, we operate with the highest ethical standards, carefully protecting the interests 

of our clients. To us, that means maintaining 

strict client confidentiality, offering fair 

payment for policies and encouraging 

 

From the first call to LIBI, each 
client works with a single client 

service representative, who is there 
to help every step of the way. 

 
effective regulation of our industry.  We work closely with the National Association 

of Insurance Commissioners as well as federal and state governments to promote 

meaningful regulation of viatical settlements. LIBI works with numerous not-for-profit 

organizations across the country to help educate and inform the community about this 

important financial resource. 

 

What’s important? 
Choosing a company you trust.  At LIBI, our strength, people, service and leadership 

make a difference to our clients and set us apart as the nation’s leading broker of 

viatical settlements.  We encourage you to find out more about how we can help you 

ro someone you know. 

Please visit us at 
www.lifeinsurancebuyers.com 

Please take a moment to call Greg or Linda toll free at: 
1.800.936.5508 

http://www.lifeinsurancebuyers.com/
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Send check or money order to:  

American Anti-Cancer Institute 

P. O. Box 13117 

Everett, WA 98206 
  

Or  
  

ORDER ONLINE NOW!  

Just click HERE! 
 

 
   

$22.95 USD 

plus $5.00 Shipping/Handling 
 

Or if you prefer to read the book on your 

own computer, get our E-book for only 

$19.95 USD! 
 

Available in PDF, ePub and Kindle 

formats.  Click here to order. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

WHAT WOULD THE AUTHOR,  

BOB WRIGHT, DO IF HE HAD 

CANCER? The "Wright Stuff," 

of course! 
 

IN THIS BOOK:  

• Read meticulously documented Truth 

about the AACI Cancer Paradigm and 

what it means for you and your family. 
 

• Be amazed by doctors and medical 

professionals who know this Truth – some 

want you to know it, and some don't... Learn 

why. 
 

• Learn what you absolutely must do and 

stop doing if you have cancer right now, and 

what you must do for cancer prevention.  
 

• Understand detoxification and the cancer 

diet in plain English. 
 

• Learn about the American Anti-Cancer 

Clinic: situated within a 100-acre plus 

cancer-healing complex in the Pacific 

Northwest, to which cancer victims can 

come from all over the world where all their 

needs will be met—medical, educational and 

nutritional, at less than one tenth the cost of 

current cancer care today. We believe that 

"if we build it, they will come!" 
 

This Book represents our "bread and butter" 

fundraiser, so we greatly appreciate your 

purchase and thank you for supporting the 

AACI.  $12 of each book is tax deductible as 

a donation to the AACI under IRS Code 

501© (3). 

http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-softcover.html
http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-e-book-document.html
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